CENTERLINE AND EDGELINE "CUTS" AT SIDE ROAD

Centerline and edgeline "cuts" at side road w/ turn lanes

GENERAL NOTES

1. Edgeline details shown are for mainline roadways within turn lanes. The presence of turn lanes may require different edgeline treatments.

2. Edgelines on side road, when called for, shall follow the same mainline typical. Edgelines shall not be continued around the mainline side road radius. Edgelines shall end at stop bars.

3. Centerline and edgeline shall be continuing past residential driveways. Centerline and edgeline shall break for commercial driveways with traffic controls, when side roads or private road intersections.

4. Location of the stop line may vary due to intersection sight distance and vehicle turning radius, and may not always coincide with the location of the stop sign.

5. If there is no edgeline, end stop bar 12" from edge of pavement.

6. Stop bars, words, lane lines, symbols and arrows shall be thermoplastic T.